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NEW DIMENSIONS, NEW
IDEAS – UNCONVENTIONAL
AND INSPIRING USES FOR
PROJECTION MAPPING
Each year thousands of people flock to Sydney Harbour to take in the wonder
and amazement of VIVID Sydney – a world renowned lighting, projection,
music and ideas festival. One of the biggest draw cards is the spectacular
projection mapping installations which transform iconic buildings into 3D
animated artworks.
You might think this kind of visual technology is just for major corporate and
public events, but the reality is, you can use projection mapping for so much
more; from the personal and intimate, to theatre and art. In the past projection
mapping was reserved for huge, Disney-sized budgets, but recent advances
in projector and media technology mean that you can deliver affordable, highquality, projection that is within the reach of a much more budget conscious
venue or event manager.
At Encore, we’ve been perfecting and expanding the uses for projection
mapping in our events for years now, and we’d love to share with you some
new and different ideas on how you can use it to connect, inspire and
impress your audience!

MAKE IT PERSONAL
You’ve seen big event projection
mapping; changing buildings into art,
and animating the sails of the Sydney
Opera House. That’s the domain of
huge, powerful projectors, massive
distances, and immense surface areas.
But what about at a business lunch;
where’s your projection canvas? Well,
what about your audience’s place
setting? We’ve recently used projection
mapping to completely personalise entire
tables, projecting names where physical
name cards would have once sat. This is
great for breaking the ice at networking
events!
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And there’s so much more you can do
with a table – we’ve run custom video
animations to introduce courses, tell
the diners about the history behind
their wine, and delight them with
clever animations between service. At
your audience’s plate, you have their
complete attention, and you can use it
to reinforce any message and get any
brand first-to-mind
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MAKE IT STYLISH
If you can project onto a table you can
make it, and any other physical element
in the room, look any way you want.
Projection mapping can be used to
style and theme your event in a much
more dynamic and flexible way than
using physical decoration or colour
themes. A white table cloth is a perfect
projection screen and can take on video
animations, colours, textures, logos, text
and anything else you can imagine. The
same themes and ideas can carry onto
your walls, ceiling, and stage. And the
great thing is that it can all change to
fit in with the event’s proceedings; one
look for the intro, another for the main
speech, and another for the networking
afterward.

BRAND IT
If you can put an image onto an object,
you’ve got an infinite canvas for your
branding, from your logo, to your lines of
copy, to your signature colour. Get your
logo animated and set to music and you
have an impressive start to any show.
Take over an entire building and both
the interior and exterior can become a
massive statement. Your logo can be
integrated into any themed projected
content, and sit comfortably in the
background on walls or screens as your
event unfolds.
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It’s not just your brand that can benefit
from being animated and projected – if
your event has sponsors, their logos
and colours can be woven into the
fabric of all your video content. You can
even turn it into a revenue generating
item – charge an extra sponsorship fee
to have their logo on the big screen,
and another to have it appear on your
guest’s plate! The main course can be
proudly presented by your sponsor, as
an animation promoting their business
dances in front of your guests’ eyes.

MAKE IT POP
Have you got a spectacular set element
or costume in your event? That can also
be a perfect canvas for a projection. 3D
projection mapping is the art of taking a
three dimensional object and wrapping it
in animated video that clings perfectly to
its shape, turning that object into a mindbending visual extravaganza. We’ve
mapped onto specially constructed
set elements like columns to make
them look like skyscrapers, onto huge
spheres to make them look like planets,
and onto long material trains hung from
acrobats’ and aerialists’ costumes that
float in mid-air. We’ve even projection
mapped a white Steinway Grand Piano!
It’s an amazing effect, and can be used
for branding, theming, or creating an
unforgettable visual.

MAKE IT REAL
One of the most exciting things to do
with projection mapping is to get real
people to interact with it – maybe we
should call it 4D projection mapping?
You can break this technique down into
two types of application – personal and
theatrical. Let’s start with the personal.
There’s a 150-year-old lighting trick
known in the industry as ‘Pepper’s
Ghost’. Without giving away our
magician’s secrets, it’s a way of making
a projected image look like it’s a physical
object on a stage. It used to be done
with a scrim (a see-through type of stage
curtain), a projector, and a mirror. Now
it’s done with more up-to-date tech like
video projectors and computers, but the
concept is the same. Some people call it
a ‘hologram’, but we’re not in Star Trek
territory just yet.

So how and why would you use this trick
at your event? Imagine your presenter
introduces someone who can’t be there.
If you can video them addressing your
audience and ‘talking’ to your host, we
can put them on the stage. You could
have customer testimonials from around
the world appear in person, or people
from across your organisation sending
their best wishes. This technique isn’t
limited to using people as the source
material – any image projected this
way is going to look like a 3D object
appearing in thin air. You can do it with
your logo, an award statuette about to
be given out, text, or any other image
that would blow your audience’s mind.
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MAKE IT HUGE

MAKE IT ART
Theatrical projection mapping uses preplanned and choreographed action to
bring 3D video to life. We’ve done some
amazing events using these elements,
from modern dancers swirling around
a 3D video projection on stage, to real
stunt people repelling an alien invasion
while being blown into the air by digital
explosions. It’s breathtaking and totally
transporting for your audience. The
‘alien invasion’ is a great example;
we created a custom theatre space,
projected onto all walls, ceiling and floor,
and onto a specially made set piece in
the foreground. The actors ran, fought,
jumped and flew in complete sync with
the projected content, making everything
seem real. Yes, it was absolutely as cool
as it sounds!

If you have a big canvas, you can make
a big impact. Just like the building art
installations that made the projection
mapping technique famous, you can
project your imagery anywhere you
have a big space. We’ve projected
video of sports stars onto the roofs of
stadiums, animated content onto a 30
metre long and three story tall rock wall,
and transformed both the inside and
outside of the largest function centres
into a three-dimensional celebration of
a brand. Ask your Encore event team
how you can use projection mapping
for your event; from the intimate to the
impossible!

MAKE IT MOVE
Animated and video projection brings
an installation to life. Many of us have
experienced these at events like Vivid,
but it can be achieved with a more
conservative budget. We’ve projected
animated content onto the façade of
the Sheraton Grand Mirage Resort
Gold Coast, bringing the building’s
architecture to life and creating an
impressive backdrop for poolside events.
Looking outdoors opens up a whole
other dimension of potential projection
surfaces as we recently demonstrated
by transforming the sandy beach of
the Intercontinental Sanctuary Coves
Lagoon Pool by creatively using custom
designed animated content.
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Video and projection technology
provides a new canvas for events and
adds dynamic movement, it brings stage
sets alive and can really add to the visual
and emotional experience.

MAKE IT MEMORABLE
There are so many examples of
projection mapping that illustrate
how this technology can deliver truly
engaging and memorable experiences.
It has a unique ability to ‘tell a story’
at events both big and small and for
a broad range of organisations, visitor
attractions and consumer goods
companies. The result is a compelling,
captivating, memorable experience for
audiences that they will be talking about
and sharing long after your event.
Contact your local Encore team, to
discuss how projection mapping can
take your next event to new visual
heights.

MORE INFO
Speak to your local Encore
representative or get in touch by
emailing info@encore-anzpac.com
or call 1800 209 099 (AU) or +64 9
259 0025 (NZ).

